
The Council of Australian University Librarians’ and IOP Publishing have signed a transformative 
agreement on behalf of participating universities in Australia and New Zealand to facilitate open  
access publishing. 

Your library is participating in this agreement, meaning that research accepted for publication by 
corresponding authors at your institution will be published on an open access basis. 

Key benefits:

•  Unlimited open access publications from 2023–2025

•  All corresponding authors from participating member institutions are covered (see list overleaf)

•  Includes more than 70 journals

•  Letters, papers, reviews and special issue articles are all eligible

•  Articles will be published under a CC-BY licence at no cost to you*

Unlimited open access publishing for researchers  
at institutions in Australia and New Zealand

Just follow these simple steps when submitting your next article:

At submission
The corresponding author must be affiliated with a participating member institution. When you 
submit your paper please supply your affiliation clearly in the article submission form and in the 
article itself.

Identification
If your article is identified as eligible you will be notified during the peer-review process or shortly 
after acceptance, and your paper will automatically be opted in to open access. You’ll be asked 
to agree to the CC-BY open access licence.

Acceptance and publication
Your paper will be published open access under a CC-BY licence at no cost to you*. You can 
share it as you wish and the article will comply with funder mandates.

*For a small number of journals there may be additional costs for colour images or page charges, which remain payable by the corresponding author.
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We understand the time and effort you put into your research. Publishing open access will mean your work 
will be immediately available to everyone globally, allowing you to maximize its discoverability and impact. 

E-mail reader.replies@ioppublishing.org or visit  
iopscience.org/transformative-agreements for more information. 
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Why publish open access with us?

Get greater exposure

81%
Article downloads are 81% higher in 
favour of OA articles

Achieve a higher impact

31%
Citations for OA articles are 31% higher 
on average than non-OA articles

Be the word on the street

27%
Altmetric scores are 27% higher for OA 
articles than non-OA articles


